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Carecom: Created for people, not buildings
A personalised system to ensure resident safety with minimal disruption to
others in the home
Improving:

Management
Insights

Quality of
Care

Workflow
Efficiencies

Staff
Morale
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Carecom advanced care assist system
Carecom is different:
•

Discreet predominantly wireless, app-based
solution

•

Reporting on each alert is automated,
consolidated, auditable and CQC and GDPRcompliant

•

Flexible system that can be customised:
•

Distinct teams created for specific zones (COVID
“bubbles”, infection isolation areas, etc)
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Carecom allows for infection control “bubbles” or carer/resident zones to be created
Fears:
•
•

Increased risk of infection
Isolation/impact on mental health with blanket ban on
visits

Creation of bubbles:
•

Infection/quarantine isolation for Covid-19 and other
winter viruses

•

Track and trace of visitors who have contact with
residents

The same Carecom functionality can be used to drive
efficiencies by creating practical zones in the home
according to its architecture

All residents and staff
are assigned to a
particular “bubble” visits
Each carer has all shifts
allocated within the
same “bubble”
Carecom links residents
and carers from same
“bubble” so alerts are
directed appropriately
Carer phones with
Carecom app are kept
within the same “bubble”

Locatability and geofencing
help ensure residents do
not breach the “bubble”
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Carecom and COVID-19
Without Carecom, it would have been so much harder to protect our residents
during the pandemic. It’s made such a difference to staff, residents and families
already, but during the last few months it’s been absolutely invaluable. I don’t
know how other care homes are managing without it.
Jason Sharpe
Operations Manager, Park View, Halifax

The new system has made such a massive difference to everyone’s lives –
residents, staff and relatives. Residents feel much safer knowing how quickly
they can get help at the touch of a button. It’s enabled us to improve the way
we deliver care in ways no traditional system ever could.
Jason Sharpe
Operations Manager, Park View, Halifax
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Carecom: Created for residents, staff and family
Residents
•
•
•

Security and freedom
Dignity and privacy
Equipment and sensors

Staff
•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-use phone app receives dedicated alerts
Fewer interruptions
Even and air workload distribution leads to improved morale and
teamwork
Phones can be used to call for assistance if required and to access
other approved care management apps

Family
•
•
•

Calmer environment
Quality of interaction
Confidence
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Thank you
For more information about Carecom, please contact us…
t: 01977 661234
e: hello@tunstall.com
Or contact your local account manager

Private and Confidential
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